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Music to Download Launches with Soulful Dance Music mp3 Downloads

Featuring artists from Ton on Ton Records, http://musictodownload.webs.com/ allows on-site
streaming, and includes convenient links to Amazon.com and iTunes mp3 downloads.

London (PRWEB UK) 17 January 2013 -- Looking for mp3 downloads of the next new thing in dance music?
Music to Download has it. Featuring the talents of Milton Fowlin, Ton on Ton melds dance and soul to create
an original mix guaranteed to move both heart and feet.

“Musictodownload.webs.com sells mp3 downloads that are cheap and affordable, all available on the zimbalam
players. They offer dance, soulful and mixed genre of instrumentals which are all available from their site,
musictodownload.webs.com and other platforms like mp3musicdownloads/zimbalam platforms,” said artist and
producer Milton Fowlin.

The zimbalam platforms are great ways to share music with friends and join music mailing lists.

“Song to Sing” is just not like the other dance mp3 downloads. It has a vibrant, uplifting feeling with unique
vocals. Ton is an eclectic singer who started out as Sirius and then changed his name to Ton, which is short for
Milton. The latest of the mp3 downloads available is “Heart of Mine”. It has been praised for its original mix of
emotional and masculine presence, which works for Ton and allows the song to appeal to everyone. It has a
bass line that is steeped in emotions, with smooth vocal harmonies and the rest makes sense.

Ton’s instrumental album has a different variety of styles with 10 instrumental mp3 downloads, all produced by
Milton Fowlin. The tracks on musictodownload.webs.com use no samples.

All tracks on musictodownload.webs.com link to mp3 downloads on popular music sites like iTunes and
Amazon. Each track is easy to download and approved.
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Contact Information
Milton Fowlin
07407425731

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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